DiskProphet® BGP Case Study
Summary
China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) deployed ProphetStor DiskProphet to monitor disk operational
status, predict potential disk failures, and receive proactive alerts on soon-to-fail disks. The high-performance
computing (HPC) center solved frequent disk failures that caused random host downtime during geophysical
data analysis, which creates management overhead and results in a lower quality service. With DiskProphet,
CNPC was able to conduct data analysis in the planned time. This proactive approach not only saves costs in
both hardware and personnel costs, but also enables CNPC to provide better quality data analysis to
customers.

The Company
CNPC is one of the largest energy companies in the world. Its headquarters is in Beijing. CNPC ranked third in the
2016 Fortune Global 500. It was founded in 1988 with over one million employees. Its annual revenue is over $240
billion. As a global energy company, CNPC collects and analyzes geophysical data when exploring oil all over the
world. BGP, Inc., the subsidiary of CNPC, is responsible for operating a high-performance computing (HPC) center
with over 3,000 servers to conduct geophysical data analysis.

The Problem
In the HPC center, BGP/CNPC equips each host with directly attached disks (DAS). The DAS stores temporary data
during computation. To speed up the data read/write I/O, the disks installed in each host are configured as RAID-0.
Therefore, CNPC can combine the I/O of all host disks.
Due to their intensive data access during computation, the disks have higher failure rates than usual workloads.
Disk failure is a severe issue for BGP/CNPC, because any disk failures give rise to host downtime. On some occasions,
it even terminates the whole analysis process. Since data processing is conducted in parallel, having more available
hosts to join the parallel data processing is critical.

The Solution
BGP/CNPC can evaluate two options. The first is to purchase additional servers to fill the gap in computation
resource loss due to disk failure. Soon, BGP will realize that adopting DiskProphet is the most cost-effective solution.
BGP/CNPC can then replace the soon-to-fail disks that are predicted by DiskProphet. Another benefit of DiskProphet is its ability to apply historical performance metrics of any host and disk. The HPC center administrator can then
use the time machine of the data to track unusual performance patterns at any point in time.
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Figure 1. DiskProphet Architecture for BGP/CNPC

BGP/CNPC started the evaluation of DiskProphet by deploying a DiskProphet Agent to a 117-node cluster.
The deployment process is quite simple because DiskProphet automates agent deployment to each host
through Ansible. After thirty days of evaluations, BGP/CNPC was very satisfied with the benefits of
DiskProphet brings. BGP/CNPC then turned to production deployment for the rest of 3,000 hosts.

Figure 2. DiskProphet Dashboard Screenshot

Figure 3. Using DiskProphet Dashboard for host monitoring

Key Benefit Areas

Key Cost Area

Most of the DiskProphet benefits are to the HPC
center operational cost.

The cost of deployment is mainly included software,
hardware, and personnel.

• Reduce Power Consumption: Before deploying

• Software: Costs of DiskProphet include the initial

DiskProphet, nearly 1/4 of data analysis jobs
needed to be redone due to disk failure. With
DiskProphet, this is eliminated.

subscription costs and licensing fees based on the
number of disks to be monitored.
• Hardware: Initially, BGP/CNPC deployed

• Avoid Engineer Hires: With DiskProphet’s proac

tive alerts on disk failure, BGP/CNPC turns
random disk failure replacements to scheduled
disk replacements. BGP/CNPC no longer plans
to hire more engineers for hardware mainte
nance.
• Improve Analytics Productivity: BGP/CNPC

researchers benefit from nonstop data analysis in
the HPC center. Prior to DiskProphet deployment,
they worried that the jobs wouldn’t be completed
in time, or that they might even be terminated
prematurely.

DiskProphet on its existing virtual environment.
They plan to add more hardware when they
expand their HPC clusters.
• Personnel: DiskProphet is a self-driven software

system which applies ProphetStor, the U.S.-patented
technology. It is failover, scale-out, and self-healing.
The BGP/CNPC maintenance team only accepted
one day of training from ProphetStor, and they can
operate DiskProphet.

• Improve Sales Cycle: Another important business

to BGP/CNPC is to sell data analytics services to
other energy companies in the world. BGP/CNPC
finds that its salesforce can provide more efficient
analysis services for winning energy exploration
deals.

ROI Calculation
Before the deployment of DiskProphet, BGP/CNPC purchased more hosts than its data analysis jobs needed.
This is because over-provisioning to HPC clusters was its strategy to overcome disk failure. This leads to higher
costs in many areas, including personnel, hardware, and power consumption.
It is standard for data centers and enterprises to acquire higher graded servers, or more servers than necessary
to avoid SLA performance violations. During the DiskProphet evaluation process, BGP/CNPC not only assessed
the usability and stability of DiskProphet, but it also created three-year financial protection when comparing
DiskProphet deployment with the traditional over-provisioning approach. They found that the most significant
portion of the ROI is the server procurement cut and the engineers’ time spent on random disk failure replacements. Other than the aforementioned direct benefits, the indirect benefits included revenue gains from the
higher efficiency data analysis service and much less interrupted computing process.
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